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Abstract—The goal of this work is the accurate prediction
of millimeter-wave received power leveraging both radio fre-
quency (RF) signals and heterogeneous visual data from multiple
distributed cameras, in a communication and energy-efficient
manner while preserving data privacy. To this end, firstly focusing
on data privacy, we propose heteromodal split learning with
feature aggregation (HetSLAgg) that splits neural network (NN)
models into camera-side and base station (BS)-side segments.
The BS-side NN segment fuses RF signals and uploaded image
features without collecting raw images. However, the usage of
multiple visual data leads to an increase in NN input dimensions,
which gives rise to additional communication and energy costs.
To overcome additional communication and energy costs due to
image interpolation to blend different frame rates, we propose
a novel BS-side manifold mixup technique that offloads the
interpolation operations from cameras to a BS. Subsequently,
we confront energy costs for operating a larger size of the BS-
side NN segment due to concatenating image features across
cameras and propose an energy-efficient aggregation method.
This is done via a linear combination of image features instead
of concatenating them, where the NN size is independent of
the number of cameras. Comprehensive test-bed experiments
with measured channels demonstrate that HetSLAgg reduces
the prediction error by 44% compared to a baseline leveraging
only RF received power. Moreover, the experiments show that
the designed HetSLAgg achieves over 20% gains in terms of
communication and energy cost reduction compared to several
baseline designs within at most 1% of accuracy loss.
Index Terms—Millimeter-wave communications, received
power prediction, multi-modal deep learning, split learning,
RGB-D image, beyond 5G.
I. INTRODUCTION
PREDICTING future millimeter-wave (mmWave) channelsis crucial for enabling low-latency broadband communi-
cation in 5G and beyond [1]–[4]. However, this is a notoriously
challenging problem due to the frequent and sudden mmWave
channel state transitions from line-of-sight (LoS) to non-LoS,
and vice versa [5], [6]. Indeed, mobile blockages dictate
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these mmWave channel condition changes, yet mmWave radio
frequency (RF) signals, e.g., received signal strength (RSS),
hardly involve meaningful features related to blockage mobil-
ity. For this reason, predicting LoS-NLoS transitions struggles
with insufficient features in the RF signal domain, making the
accurate mmWave received power prediction a daunting task.
To complement such insufficient mmWave RF features, non-
RF domain data can be utilized, such as location information
[7], [8], motion sensory data [9] as well as visual data obtained
from RGB-depth (RGB-D) cameras [4], [10], [11], which is
the focus of our contribution. As shown in Fig. 1, a sequence
of RGB-D image frames contain the object movement in-
formation within the camera’s field of view (FoV), enabling
accurate prediction of LoS-NLoS transitions. Leveraging this
idea, we consider a base station (BS) communicating with
an mmWave user equipment (UE) and distributed RGB-D
cameras having heterogeneous FoVs and frame rates, and aim
to answer the following question: how to acquire image
data from multiple distributed cameras and fuse both
RF and image modalities in a communication and energy
efficient way for mmWave received power prediction while
preserving privacy?
Since deep learning is powerful in image feature extrac-
tion and fusion [12], answering the aforementioned question
boils down to developing communication and energy efficient
distributed neural network (NN) architectures, training algo-
rithms, and data pre/post-processing methods for mmWave
received power prediction. This is a complex task due to the
use of multiple modalities and heterogeneous visual data, as
we shall elaborate next.
1. Multimodal Fusion of RF and Image Data. For a given
LoS or NLoS condition, a sequence of RF signals contains
more information on short-term received power fluctuations,
whereas for LoS-NLoS transitions, a sequence of RGB-D
images contains more information on the blockage mobility
pattern. This mandates the need for utilizing both RF and
image modalities. However, these multimodal data are not
independent and identically distributed (IID), negating the
effectiveness of ensembling-based distributed training meth-
ods [12] including federated learning [13]. To cope with
non-IID multimodal data, we exploit the split learning (SL)
framework [14], in which the features of both RF and image
data samples are separately extracted, and then the resultant
representations are transmitted and fused at the BS for the
received power prediction. The feature extraction is performed
at each camera via feeding forward convolutional and recurrent
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2Fig. 1. Illustrative example of visual data sequence from multiple distributed cameras and corresponding mmWave received power values.
NN layers, while the representations (i.e., hidden layer acti-
vations) are fused at the BS using fully connected NN layers.
Note that another benefit of SL is to preserve data privacy
by exchanging hidden representations, without revealing raw
images including privacy sensitive information, e.g., people’s
faces and travel records.
2. Heterogeneous FoVs and Frame Rates. Heterogeneity
of RGB-D camera images provides more useful features. As
shown by Fig. 1, multiple cameras’ FoVs provide a wider
range, whereas higher camera frame rates capture more de-
tailed mobility patterns, all of which enhances the received
power prediction accuracy. However, integrating heterogenous
images induces the aforementioned problem of non-IID data
distributions. To cope with heterogeneous FoVs, SL allows
to fuse images from multiple cameras with different FoVs
through their hidden representations, instead of the raw im-
age samples. Furthermore, to address cameras’ heterogeneous
frame rates, we interpolate low-rate frames by linearly su-
perposing two consecutive samples or their hidden represen-
tations, motivated by the Vanilla Mixup [15] and manifold
Mixup data augmentation schemes [16], respectively.
3. Communication and Energy Efficient Interpolation.
RGB-D camera frame interpolation may improve the predic-
tion accuracy, while increasing the size of each sequence for
prediction. Processing larger sequences commonly requires a
larger sized NN model consuming more energy [17], leading to
a trade-off between energy efficiency and prediction accuracy.
Furthermore, interpolating raw image samples (i.e., Vanilla
Mixup) before transmission increases the communication pay-
load sizes compared to interpolating hidden representations
(i.e., manifold Mixup) after reception at the BS. Since Vanilla
Mixup and manifold Mixup achieve different levels of predic-
tion accuracy, it may yield a trade-off between communication
efficiency and prediction accuracy. To address these trade-
offs, we compare Vanilla and manifold Mixup methods as
well as the case without interpolation (i.e., discarding higher-
rate frames), in terms of communication, energy efficiencies
as well as prediction accuracy.
4. Energy Efficient Fusion. Using principles of SL, the BS
fuses the received representations from distributed cameras
by concatenating them. The concatenation makes the BS NN
layer size increase with the number of cameras, which is not
scalable under limited energy. Alternatively, instead of the
concatenation, we exploit the representation averaged across
cameras so that the BS NN layer size becomes independent
of the number of cameras. Such representation averaging is
interpreted as inter-camera manifold Mixup, as opposed to
frame rate interpolation using intra-camera manifold Mixup.
We study the impacts and tradeoffs of inter-camera manifold
Mixup and concatenation in terms of energy efficiency and
prediction accuracy.
A. Contributions
The major contributions of this work are summarized as
follows.
1) We propose a heteromodal split NN with feature aggre-
gation (HetSLAgg) harnessing RF and heterogeneous vi-
sual data from distributed cameras for mmWave received
power prediction while ensuring data privacy. The key
idea for privacy preserving fusion of such heterogeneous
inputs is to split the entire NN into camera-side and BS-
side segments and to fuse the output image features from
the camera-side NN segments into the BS along with RF
features. This enables model training without sharing
raw visual data, which ensures data privacy. Moreover,
HetSLAgg harnesses RF and heterogeneous visual data
because the entire NN structure is designed to calculate
the predicted received power based on RF signal and
multiple visual data inputs.
2) We develop a novel communication and energy efficient
image interpolation to achieve a better tradeoff be-
tween prediction accuracy and communication/energy-
efficiency while blending different frame rates. Therein,
the key idea is to offload the interpolation operation from
cameras to a BS based on Manifold Mixup, in which we
interpolate the uploaded image features in the BS rather
than the raw camera images. This avoids the increase in
input dimensions in camera-side NN segments thereby
avoiding additional energy-and-communication costs for
calculating and uploading image features at cameras.
3) We develop an energy-efficient feature fusion procedure
that prohibits an increase in the size of the BS-side
3NN segment when using more cameras while retaining
meaningful heterogeneous image features. Therein, we
take a linear combination of each component of the
uploaded each image feature before feeding them into
the BS-side NN segment rather than feeding the con-
catenated versions of the uploaded image features. This
avoids the increase in the NN layer size in the BS and
energy costs due to using more cameras.
4) We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed meth-
ods via test-bed experiments with measured channels
and RGB-D images. The results show that: i) HetSLAgg
benefits from RF and heterogeneous visual data by
showing a lower root mean squared error (RMSE) by
20% than the baseline of fusing RF and single visual
data and by 33% than the baseline of federated model
averaging [13]; ii) With Manifold Mixup BS-side inter-
polation, both total communication and energy costs at
cameras are reduced by over 20% without any accuracy
loss relative to Mixup camera-side interpolation base-
line; iii) The proposed feature fusion method reduces the
energy cost at the BS by 27% relative to the baseline of
concatenated feature fusion within 1% accuracy loss.
B. Related Works and Organization
RF or non-RF Single Modality-based Wireless Systems.
For handover or positioning, RF-modalities, e.g., received
power or channel state information, were studied [18], [19].
For mmWave received power prediction, handover, prior stud-
ies in [4], [11], [20], [21] leverage visual data to detect
sudden LoS-and-NLoS transitions due to moving obstacles
[5], [6]. While these aforementioned works demonstrate the
feasibility of wireless systems benefitting from RF or non-RF
modality, these works focus on the usage of a single modality.
Moreover, these works using visual data assume one single
camera. Unlike these works, we focus on the problem of fusing
heterogeneous modalities, i.e., RF-signals and multiple visual
data from distributed cameras. Moreover, in contrast to these
studies which do not take into account privacy in collecting
visual data, we integrate RF and multiple visual data in a
privacy-preserving manner.
RF and non-RF Modality Fusion. Fusing RF and non-
RF modalities, e.g., vision modalities, is proposed mainly in
positioning of human pedestrians or robots to enhance pre-
diction accuracy [22]–[25]. Therein, visual data is leveraged
to achieve the best positioning accuracy while RF signals
compensate for occluded cameras. These works combine vi-
sual and RF modalities by simply taking weighted averages
of the prediction results made with each modality [22] or
leveraging dual-stream convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
[25]. Besides positioning, a seamless handover mechanism is
proposed by fusing GPS information of mobile terminals and
received signals from the mobile terminals [26]. In addition
to the fusion of RF and visual modalities, methods for fusing
multiple streams of visual data are extensively studied in the
literature to reconstruct three-dimensional objects and scenes
[27] or to compensate for single camera’s limited FoV [21],
[28] or occlusions [29]. However, these studies do not consider
the privacy in collecting highly private sensitive information,
e.g., trajectory of humans viewed in visual data or mobile
users tracked by GPS. Unlike these studies, we study how
to benefit from fusing RF-signals and multiple visual data
in a privacy-preserving manner by leveraging a collaborative
learning framework.
Federated Learning. Collaborative learning frameworks ex-
emplified by FL [13], [30], [31], have recently attracted an
increasing interest. The key feature of collaborative learning
is to train machine learning models in a distributed manner
without sharing raw data samples, thereby preserving data
privacy. In classical FL, data owners hold and train ML models
locally, and model parameters, e.g., the weight parameter of
NN models, are averaged using a central server [13] or other
data owners [32], after which these shared model parameters
are integrated. This prevents data owners from sharing raw
data while enabling collaborative model training.. Several
communication-efficient FL algorithms have been proposed
such as NN pruning [33], gradient compression [34], [35],
and output distillation [36]. However, FL suffers from the
challenging non-IID problem coming from the heterogeneity
of data distribution across data owners. Although the initial
work regarding FL in [13] alleviates the issue by increasing
the number of local training iterations, this approach does not
solve the issue when data distributions are totally different
from one another. Note that this fact is experimentally verified
in our work in the context of mmWave received power
prediction leveraging multiple streams of visual data. In view
of this, we aim at providing a more efficient collaborative
learning framework leveraging the idea of split learning, that
benefits from heterogeneous visual data from different cameras
wherein the data distributions are totally different. For a
comprehensive survey and tutorial of federated learning and
its applications, readers are encouraged to read [30], [31].
Split Learning. As another approach for collaborative learn-
ing, SL has been proposed in [14], [37]. The key idea behind
SL is to split the NN models on a per-layer basis and distribute
a lower segment into data owners and an upper segment into
another central entity. Therein, the data owner does not need
to exchange raw data but instead exchanges NN activations
with the central entity during training. In [14], the authors
conceptualized the fusion of multiple modalities with totally
different data distributions, enabling privacy preserving model
training. However, this was a concept-level discussion, and
the feasibility of applying SL based on multiple modalities to
wireless systems was not investigated. Particularly, the design
of communication and energy efficient SL remains an open
problem, which is of importance because NN layer segments
are interconnected wirelessly with a limited bandwidth, and
some entities holding an NN segment are resource-limited,
e.g., wireless cameras or mobile devices. Our prior work in
[38] proposes a communication-efficient SL framework for
mmWave received power prediction fusing RF signals and
single stream of visual data. However, this prior work assumes
a single camera, whereby the impact of using multiple cam-
eras on prediction accuracy and communication and energy
efficiency is not investigated. To fill these voids, this work
4aims at designing an SL framework by fusing RF and visual
data from multiple distributed cameras, while enabling model
training in a communication and energy efficient manner.
Paper Organization. The reminder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. In Section II, we provide the proposed
SL framework fusing RF and multiple visual modalities to
enhance the accuracy of mmWave received power prediction.
In Section III, we enhance the communication-and-energy
efficiency of the proposed SL framework by incorporating the
novel idea of interpolation of image features and aggregation
of image features across distributed cameras. In Section IV,
we evaluate the proposed framework using experimentally
obtained data set of multiple streams of depth images and RF
received powers. Finally, in Section V, we provide concluding
remarks. Note that some important notations are summarized
in Table I for sake of convenience to the reader.
II. SPLIT NN FOR FUSING RF AND HETEROGENEOUS
NON-RF MODALITIES
A. Proposed Heteromodal Split NN with Feature Aggregation
We consider two distributed cameras termed camera A
and B without loss of generality as in Fig. 2. Camera A is
embedded with an mmWave user equipment (UE) transmitting
uplink data (e.g., uploading a large volume of data) to an
mmWave BS, and we aim at predicting future received power
values of the uplink signals. Let x(i)(t) and P (t) denote
the time-variant image obtained by camera i ∈ {A,B} and
the uplink received power at the BS, respectively. In this
section, we consider that the sampling period of images or
received powers are identical across the cameras and BS for
the sake of simplicity, whereas this assumption is relaxed to
different sampling periods in Section III. Each camera stores
the image samples
(
x
(i)
k
)
k∈{0,1,...,m}, where x
(i)
k := x
(i)(kτ).
The terms τ and m denote the sampling period of images and
the index of the latest image sample, respectively. Meanwhile,
the BS stores received power samples (Pk)k∈{0,1,...,m}, where
Pk := P (kτ).
In the proposed HetSLAgg, lower NN layer segments (e.g.,
convolutional and recurrent layers) are held in cameras storing
visual data, and image feature activations, i.e., outputs of the
camera-side NN layers, are aggregated in the BS. Fig. 2(a)
illustrates the proposed HetSLAgg. To perform the prediction
at each time t = mτ , each camera uses the consecutive
images within a look-back window [mτ − Tback,mτ ], where
Tback is the look-back time. Specifically, each camera feeds
images (x(i)k )k∈K′ into the first convolutional layer, where
K′ := { k | kτ ∈ [mτ − Tback,mτ ], k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} }.
In the illustrative example in Fig. 2(a), Tback is set as 2τ ,
where K′ = {m−2,m−1,m}, and three consecutive images
x
(i)
m−2,x
(i)
m−1,x
(i)
m ∀i ∈ {A,B} are leveraged. Subsequently,
each camera uploads image feature activations from the re-
current layer representing spatio-temporal features captured
from each image, denoted by (a(i)k )k∈K′ that corresponds to
a
(i)
m−2,a
(i)
m−1,a
(i)
m in Fig. 2(a). The BS aggregates the image
feature activations from both cameras and subsequently, feeds
the aggregated activations into the fully connected layers. At
the same time, the BS feeds the received power samples
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS
Notation Description
From Section II to Section III:
τ Sampling period of camera B
c Ratio of frame rate of camera A relative to camera B
x(i)(t) Image observed at time t at camera i
x
(i)
k Image observed at time kτ at camera i
(x(i)k := x
(i)(kτ))
a
(i)
k Image feature activation extracted from x
(i)
k
P (t) Received power at time t
Pk Received power at time kτ (Pk := P (kτ))
Tback Look-back time for feeding image sequence
T Look-ahead time for received power
xˆ
(i)
k Interpolated image at time kτ at camera i
aˆ
(i)
k Interpolated feature activation at time kτ at camera i
λk Mixing coefficient for creating xˆ
(i)
k or aˆ
(i)
k
a
(mix)
k Aggregated image feature activation
from a(A)k and a
(B)
k
λagg Mixing coefficient for creating a
(mix)
k
Section IV:
K Number of image samples obtained in experiment
Ktrain,Ktest Index set of training, test samples
Ri,j(t) Transmission rate from node i to j
PT,i Transmit power at node i
PL,i,j Received power at node j from i in LoS condition
A(t) Attenuation value of received power in NLoS condition
at time t
[k] Time interval [(k − 1)τ, kτ ]
TFP[k] Transmission latency for forward propagation signals
within [k]
TBP[k] Transmission latency for backward propagation signals
within [k]
U(i) Indicator whether camera i’s images are utilized
D
(i)
FP Payload size of forward propagation signals
from camera i
DBP Payload size of backward propagation signals
Tcomp Total computation time for forward-backward
propagation
Ttot[k] Total time required for forward-backward propagation
(Ttot[k] := TFP[k] + TBP[k] + Tcomp)
N [k] Maximum number of forward-backward propagations
within [k]
Tn Elapsed time until the nth forward-backward
propagation is performed
Nadd, Nmult Number of additions, multiplications
Eadd, Emult Energy per addition, multiplication
Nparam Number of parameters
Eaccess Energy for loading one parameter
(Pk)k∈K′ , which corresponds to Pm−2, Pm−1, Pm in Fig. 2(a),
into the held recurrent layer. The output of the recurrent layer,
termed RF feature activations, is fed into the fully connected
layers. Finally, the fully connected layers output the predicted
value of future received power P (mτ + T ), where T is the
look-ahead time of the prediction.
The key features in training the entire NN model in Het-
SLAgg are forward and backward propagation over wireless
channels. The training procedure is also depicted in Fig. 2(a),
which is based on the gradient descent optimization with
back propagation commonly used to train NN models [39].
First, all cameras send their image feature activations to the
BS over uplink wireless channels as illustrated in Fig. 2(a)
with “1. Forward propagation”. The BS updates the weight
5(a) Proposed: HetSLAgg.
(b) Baseline: HetSLFedAvg.
Fig. 2. Illustration of (a) the proposed hetero-modal split NN architecture with
feature aggregation and (b) with federated model averaging. The architecture
(b) is without feature aggregation across distributed cameras and is considered
as a baseline to confirm the benefit of the feature aggregation in the proposed
architecture (a).
parameters of the held NN layers based on the gradients of
them (“2. Updating local weights” in Fig. 2(a)). Subsequently,
the BS sends the gradients back to all cameras over downlink
wireless channels, which is termed “3. Backward propagation”
in Fig. 2(a). Based on the received gradients, the cameras
complete “4. Updating local weights”, wherein they calculate
the gradient of the weight parameters in the held NN layers
and update the local weight parameters.
B. Baseline: Heteromodal Split NN with Federated Model
Averaging
The proposed HetSLAgg is compared with the baseline
consisting of a split NN architecture without aggregating
the image feature activations from distributed cameras. This
baseline architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and termed
hetero-modal split NN with federated model averaging (Het-
SLFedAvg). Being different from HetSLAgg, the BS does
not perform the aggregation of the image feature activations
uploaded from the cameras, feeding either activation into the
fully connected layers along with the RF feature activation.
The key feature in training HetSLFedAvg is that instead of
image feature aggregation, HetSLFedAvg performs a model
aggregation based on the federated model averaging [13],
[40], which is commonly used in FL. First, one of the
distributed cameras sends the output activation to the BS,
and the BS calculates the gradients of the NN weights in
the layers stored in the BS as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) with
“1. Forward propagation”. Based on the gradients, the BS
updates the NN weights and sends the gradients back to the
camera, which correspond to “2. Updating local weights” and
“3. Backward propagation” in Fig. 2(b), respectively. The
cameras perform “4. Updating local weights”, wherein they
calculate the gradient of the NN weights in the stored layers
and complete the update of the weights. This gradient descent
optimization procedure is performed between the BS and all
distributed cameras. While performing this gradient optimiza-
tion procedure, the distributed cameras perform “5. Averaging
local weights”, wherein the weight parameters in the layers
stored in each camera are exchanged and are averaged out
across the cameras.
III. HETSLAGG DESIGN WITH COMMUNICATION AND
ENERGY-EFFICIENCY
In this section, we address two challenges of enabling com-
munication and energy efficiency that comes from exploiting
more than one distributed camera in the proposed HetSLAgg.
First, we address how to interpolate missing images in a com-
munication and energy-efficient manner in different camera
frame rate settings based on the key idea of interpolating the
uploaded image feature activations at the BS. This proposed
BS-side interpolation technique is compared with camera-side
raw image interpolation. Second, we address the problem of
how to feed the uploaded image feature activations into the
fully connected layer in the BS while scaling to the number
of distributed cameras in terms of energy costs at the BS.
Specifically, we develop an aggregation method that takes
weighted averages of the uploaded features before feeding
the image feature activations into the fully connected layer.
This proposed feature aggregation is compared with feeding a
concatenated version of the uploaded image feature activations
into the fully connected layer.
A. Communication and Energy-Efficient Feature Interpolation
for Balancing Frame Rate Difference with Manifold Mixup
Without loss of generality, we consider the case where two
distributed cameras, termed camera A and B, are exploited,
and camera A has a c times higher frame rate than camera B,
where c ∈ R. Let τ denote the sampling period of camera B,
and x(i)k := x
(i)(kτ) for i ∈ {A,B}. Considering that
each camera stores images in the time duration of [0,mτ ],
camera B and camera A store the image samples
(
x
(B)
k
)
k∈KB
and
(
x
(A)
k
)
k∈KA , respectively, where KB := {0, 1, 2, . . . ,m}
and KA := {0, 1/c, 2/c, . . . , bmcc/c}. The function b·c de-
notes the floor function. As in Section II, to perform the
6(a) Proposed: MmixInt. (b) Baseline 1: MixInt. (c) Baseline 2: Disc.
Fig. 3. Illustrative example of the proposed methods for balancing different frame rate based on BS-side manifold mixup-interpolation (MmixInt) when the
ratio of frame rates c = 3. This is compared with two baselines based on camera-side mixup-based raw image interpolation (MixInt) and based on discarding
images (Disc).
prediction at t = mτ , we utilize the images within the
look-back window [mτ − Tback,mτ ]. Therein, the images(
x
(i)
k
)
k∈K′i
for i ∈ {A,B} are input for the prediction, where
K′i := { k | kτ ∈ [mτ − Tback,mτ ], k ∈ Ki }. Note that(
x
(B)
k
)
k∈K′B
contains fewer images than
(
x
(A)
k
)
k∈K′A
owing
to the lower frame rate as depicted in Fig. 3. In the following
discussion, we interpolate the missing images in camera B,
i.e.,
(
x
(B)
k
)
k∈K′A\K′B
.
The key idea behind the proposed framework is to interpo-
late the image feature at the BS with a linear combination of
uploaded image feature activations using the idea of Manifold
Mixup [16]. In the proposed Manifold Mixup-based image in-
terpolation, rather than interpolating raw images in camera B,
the missing image feature activations are interpolated at the
BS to reduce both the upload payload size and energy cost
required for the procedure in convolutional layers as illustrated
in Fig. 3(a),. Let the output activation corresponding to image
x
(i)
k be denoted by a
(i)
k . Each missing output activation a
(B)
k
for k ∈ K′A \ K′B is interpolated by:
aˆ
(B)
k = λka
(B)
k′ + (1− λk)a(B)k′+1, (1)
where aˆ(B)k is the interpolated output activation, and k
′ :=
max{ k′′ | k′′ ∈ K′B, k′′ ≤ k }. The term λk ∈ (0, 1) is
the interpolation factor associated with the index k. In the
experiment discussed in the Section IV, we set λk as k′+1−k,
which corresponds to piecewise linear interpolation and show
that even this lightweight interpolation performs better than
the following baselines. For the sake of simplicity, we term
the proposed interpolation as MmixInt, hereinafter.
Proposed MmixInt is compared with the following two
baseline frameworks: camera-side raw image interpolation
with Vanilla Mixup termed MixInt and camera-side image
discarding termed Disc. The first framework interpolates the
missing original images in camera B as depicted in Fig. 3(b)
with a linear combination of the obtained original images
borrowing the idea of Mixup [15]. Therein, each missing
image x(B)k for k ∈ K′A \ K′B is interpolated by:
xˆ
(B)
k = λkx
(B)
k′ + (1− λk)x(B)k′+1, (2)
where xˆ(B)k is the interpolated images, and the other variants
are consistent with (1). The second framework is to discard
the images
(
x
(A)
k
)
k∈K′A\K′B
as depicted in Fig. 3(c), wherein
the images
(
x
(A)
k ,x
(B)
k
)
k∈K′B
are utilized for the prediction.
B. Energy-Scalable BS-Side Feature Aggregation with Mani-
fold Mixup
To realize the energy-scalability due to the increase in the
number of cameras, we design a method for aggregating the
uploaded image feature activations so that the input dimension
of the fully connected layer in the BS does not scale up
according to the number of cameras. Therein, the number of
weight parameters of the fully connected layer does not scale
up, resulting in lower power consumptions. As in the previous
section, we consider two distributed cameras without loss of
generality.
In the proposed feature aggregation method, we take a
weighted average of the uploaded image feature activations as
depicted in Fig. 4(a). Let a(mix)k denote the vectorized form of
the aggregated feature activations which is fed into the fully
connected layer while let a(A)k and a
(B)
k denote the vectorized
form of the image feature activations uploaded form cameras A
and B, respectively. Formally, in the proposed aggregation
method, the aggregated image feature activation is given by:
a
(mix)
k = λagga
(A)
k + (1− λagg)a(B)k , (3)
where λagg denotes the weight of the averaging and is set as
1/2 in the experiment in Section IV. It should be noted that
such feature averaging is interpreted as inter-camera Manifold
7(a) Proposed: MmixAgg. (b) Baseline: ConcAgg.
Fig. 4. Proposed method for aggregating image feature activations based on manifold mixup (MmixAgg) and baseline method based on concatenation
(ConcAgg).
Mixup, and hence, we term the proposed aggregation method
as MmixAgg hereinafter.
The proposed MmixAgg is compared with the baseline of
concatenating the uploaded image feature activations. This
baseline feeds the full version of the uploaded image fea-
ture activations into the fully connected layer in the BS as
illustrated in Fig. 4(b), and hence, the input dimension of
the fully connected layer scales up according to the number
of distributed cameras. The experimental evaluation demon-
strates that despite retaining the full version of the uploaded
image feature activations, this baseline does not necessarily
exhibit better prediction performance than the proposed man-
ifold mixup-based aggregation method, which is discussed
in Section IV. We term this baseline method as ConcAgg
hereinafter.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
A. Experimental Setup
Datasets. The training and evaluation is performed using
a data set of received powers and depth images obtained
in a real-world experiment. The experimental environment is
shown in Fig. 5. We deployed a transmitter (TX), the destina-
tion device (DD) for the frame transmission of the TX, receiver
(RX), and two cameras termed camera A and camera B. As
the TX and DD, we utilized commercial products of an IEEE
802.11ad access point and station, respectively. As the RX,
we utilized the measurement device developed in [41]. The
RX is equipped with a horn antenna with directivity gain of
24 dBi and the half-power beam width (HPBW) of 11 degree
while the TX is equipped with an array antenna with size
of 16, directivity gain of approximately 8 dBi, and HPBW
of approximately 15 degree. As both camera A and B, we
utilized Kinect sensors [42], which is capable of obtaining
depth images with the resolution of 512 × 480. Camera A
is deployed behind the DD while camera B is deployed apart
from the TX and RX, wherein the viewing angles of camera A
and camera B are orthogonal with each other. The TX and
RX correspond to the BS and UE in Fig. 5, respectively,
and camera A and B correspond to the distributed camera A
embedded into the UE and distributed camera B, respectively.
We conduct the measurement as in [41] and obtain a time se-
ries of received powers. The TX transmits signals at the carrier
frequency of 60.48 GHz towards the DD, and subsequently,
the RX behind the DD receives the signals and measures
the power of the signals. While the signal transmission, one
pedestrian walks across the path between the DD and RX and
intermittently blocks the LoS path between them. The purpose
of this arrangement is to prevent the beam tracking of the TX,
which is discussed in detail later. In the RX, the time-variance
of the mmWave received powers due to a moving pedestrian
is measured. While the measurement, the two cameras obtain
depth images viewing the pedestrian from different angles
with different time resolutions. The frame rate of camera A is
30 frame per second (fps) while that of camera B is 10 fps.
It should be noted that we examine HetSLAgg where only
a single pedestrian causes blockage events for the following
two reasons. Firstly, the objective of this experiment is to
demonstrate that HetSLAgg benefits from RF received powers
and multiple visual data under blockage events, wherein it
is sufficient to examine HetSLAgg where a single pedestrian
causes such blockage events. Secondly, HetSLAgg learns the
model for predicting received power values in a data driven
manner, and thus, it is easily expected that HetSLAgg can
learn a feasible model for the prediction even under multiple
pedestrians without modifying the aforementioned system ar-
chitecture as long as a data set containing informative features
for the prediction is available. Hence, the problem boils down
to how to obtain such data set, which is beyond the scope of
this experiment.
It should be also noted that motivated by our focus on
the variation of received powers due to moving obstacles, we
8Fig. 5. Experimental environment for measuring communication channel and
depth images from two different cameras termed camera A and B having
different frame rates. The communication channel is intermittently blocked
by one pedestrian. Camera A and B correspond to distributed camera A and
B in Fig 2, respectively.
arranged the measurement such that the TX and RX do not
perform beam tracking. The TX and DD are equipped with
beam tracking, and when the received power at DD is varied,
the beam directions of the TX and DD are altered. Meanwhile,
in the measurement, the pedestrian travels between the DD and
RX indicated in Fig. 5, wherein the received power at DD is
not altered. In this situation, the beam direction of the TX and
DD is almost fixed. Moreover, RX is equipped with a fixed
horn antenna and hence does not perform beam tracking.
Based on the measured received powers and depth im-
ages, we create the data set following the procedure de-
picted in Fig. 6. As discussed above, the frame rate of
camera B is 10 fps, and hence, the obtained image sequence in
camera B is x(B)(0),x(B)(τ),x(B)(2τ), . . . ,x(B)((K − 1)τ),
where τ = 100ms, and K = 3840 is the total number
of image frames obtained through the measurement. Mean-
while, the frame rate of camera A is three times higher
than that of camera B, and hence, the obtained image se-
quence in camera A within the time duration [0, (K − 1)τ ]
is x(A)(0),x(A)(τ/3),x(A)(2τ/3), . . . ,x(A)((K − 1)τ).
The prediction is made with past image and received power
sequences within the look-back time of Tback = 100ms = τ
to predict the received power with the look-ahead time of
T = 500ms = 5τ , and hence, as the data set, past image and
received power sequences within the time-duration of 100 ms
obtained from both camera A and B are labeled with the
received power 500 ms ahead as shown in Fig. 6. Specifically,
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}, the images within [(k − 1)τ, kτ ], i.e.,
xk := (x
(B)((k − 1)τ),x(B)(kτ),x(A)((k − 1)τ),x(A)((k −
2/3)τ),x(A)((k− 1/3)τ),x(A)(kτ), P ((k− 1)τ), P (kτ)) are
labeled with the received power yk := P ((k + 5)τ) as
depicted in Fig. 6. To summarize, the created data set is
{ (xk, yk) | k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}}, over which the training and
performance test is performed.
Training and Test. The training and test are performed
with datasets that differ from each other, which is a common
procedure in building ML models [12]. Let k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}
denote the time-index. We perform training and test with
samples whose time-index is in the index set Ktrain and
Ktest, respectively, wherein Ktrain ∪ Ktest = {1, 2, . . . ,K},
and Ktrain ∩ Ktest = ∅. In this evaluation, the ratio of
|Ktrain| and |Ktest| is set as 75% and 25%, respectively; hence,
Fig. 6. Procedure for creating data set. The images and received powers
within past 100 ms are treated as NN inputs and are denoted as xk . The NN
inputs are labeled with the received power 500 ms ahead P ((k+5)τ), which
is treated as a prediction target and denoted as yk .
Ktrain = {1, 2, . . . , 3K/4} and Ktest = {3K/4 + 1, . . . ,K}.
The training is performed so that the mean square error
(MSE) between the predicted and actual received powers is
minimal. Let f(·;θ) denotes the NN model with the weight
parameters θ, and let yˆθk := f(xk;θ) is the prediction of yk.
The parameter is learned by solving the following optimization
problem:
minimize
θ
1
|Ktrain|
∑
k∈Ktrain
(
yˆθk − yk
)2
, (4)
The problem is solved with the Adam optimizer [43] with the
learning rate of 1.0×10−3, the decaying rate parameters β1 =
0.9 and β2 = 0.999, and the batch size of 64. The training is
continued until 40 training epochs (1800 stochastic gradient
descent steps) are iterated. Both cameras and BS train their
NN layers, i.e., perform forward and backward calculations in
parallel computing via exploiting an Nvidia Tesla P100-PCIE
GPU with 2560 cores with memory corresponding to 16 GB
and memory bandwidth corresponding to 320 GB/s.
NN Architecture. The split NN architecture under study
is summarized in Table II. In Table II, N (i)img and Nrss = 2
denote the lengths of image inputs at camera i and received
power values, respectively, and N (BS,agg)img denotes the length
of aggregated image feature activations. The length N (i)img
depends on methods for balancing frame rate difference (i.e.,
Disc, MixInt, and MmixInt). Specifically, N (A)img = N
(B)
img = 2
in Disc, N (A)img = N
(B)
img = 4 in MixInt, and N
(A)
img = 4 and
N
(B)
img = 2 in MmixInt. The length N
(BS,agg)
img depends on
the aggregation methods for image feature activations (i.e.,
ConcAgg and MmixAgg). Specifically, N (BS,agg)img = 2N
(A)
img
in ConcAgg whereas N (BS,agg)img = N
(A)
img in MmixAgg. Note
that the choice of the layer stack and parameters is consistent
with the prior works [4] and [38], which addresses a similar
training task. Specifically, the choice of the layer stack and
parameters at the cameras in Table II(a) are consistent with
[4], which achieves feasible prediction accuracy in mmWave
received power prediction based on visual data. Moreover,
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SPLIT NN ARCHITECTURES
(a) NN Layers in camera i
Layer Filter size Input shape Output shape Remarks
conv1 3x3 1x40x40xN(i)img 64x40x40xN
(i)
img Zero padding, 64 filters
norm1 (Batch normalization) - 64x40x40xN(i)img 64x40x40xN
(i)
img -
conv2 3x3 64x40x40xN(i)img 64x40x40xN
(i)
img Zero padding 64 filters
norm2 (Batch normalization) - 64x40x40xN(i)img 64x40x40xN
(i)
img -
pool (Avarage pooling) - 64x40x40xN(i)img 64x20x20xN
(i)
img pooling dimension 2x2, stride: 1
recurrent1 (Conv. LSTM) 3x3 64x20x20xN(i)img 20x20xN
(i)
img Zero padding
(b) NN Layers in BS
Layer Filter size Input shape Output shape Remarks
recurrent2 (Conv. LSTM) 3x3 20x20xNrss 20x20xNrss Zero padding
Manifold Mixup - 20x20xN(B)img 20x20xN
(A)
img Only in MmixInt
Aggregation - 2x20x20xN(A)img 20x20xN
(BS,agg)
img -
fc1 - 20x20xN(BS,agg)img +20x20xNrss 96 -
fc2 - 96 1 -
except for the layers particular in this work, e.g., Manifold
Mixup and Aggregation layers, the choice of the layer
stack and parameters at the BS in Table II(b) is consistent
with [38], which was shown to successfully fuse RF and visual
data.
Each camera involves two two-dimensional convolutional
layers termed conv1 with 64 filters with the size of 3x3
and conv2 with 64 filters with the size of 3x3. Being
consistent with [4], each camera feeds the outputs of conv1
and conv2 into batch normalization layers termed norm1
and norm2, respectively, which allows us to less careful about
the initialization of NN parameters to accelerate training [44].
The outputs from norm2 is fed into the average pooling
procedure termed pool, which reduces the feature dimension
and thereby reducing both the communication cost to upload
the features to BS and the energy cost to perform calculations
in the subsequent layers. The outputs of pool are fed into
the recurrent layer termed recurrent1. The recurrent1
is implemented with convolutional long-term short memory
[45] that allows us to obtain spatial and temporal features of
input images, which was shown to successfully achieve better
performance than other recurrent procedures in a same training
task [4].
The BS is implemented with one recurrent layer
recurrent2, one aggregation layer aggregation, and
two fully connected layers termed fc1 and fc2. Specifically
in MmixInt, the BS is also implemented with one Manifold
Mixup layer termed Manifold Mixup. First, the BS feeds
received power values into recurrent2 and calculates RF
feature activations. In a parallel way, the Aggregation
performs the aggregation of uploaded image feature activations
with either method discussed in Section III-B. Subsequently,
the RF and aggregated image feature activations are fed
into fc1 with 96 hidden units. Finally, feeding the hidden
activations of fc1 into fc2, the BS calculates the predicted
value of a future received power.
B. Communication Channel Model
Communications between each camera and BS are per-
formed over wireless channels. Specifically, each camera and
BS communicate to exchange forward/backward propagation
signals in both proposed HetSLAgg and HetSLFedAvg base-
line as shown in Fig. 2. In what follows, we specify the
wireless channel and transmission rate.
Channel Between Camera A and BS. Camera A and BS
communicate over the mmWave channel specified in Fig. 5. As
discussed above, a pedestrian causes a blockage event periodi-
cally, and the received power varies according to the pedestrian
movement. Therein, the received power in a blockage event is
smaller than that in a LoS condition by approximately 15 dB.
Accordingly, the transmission rate between camera A
and BS varies over time. Let the subscript (i, j) ∈
{(A,BS), (BS,A)} indicate the pair of the destination and
source node. The transmission rate from the source node i to
the destination node j is given by:
Ri,j(t) =W log2
(
1 +
A(t)PL,i,j
N
)
(5)
where PL,i,j is the power of the signal transmitted from
node i received at node j in a LoS condition and measured as
PL,i,j = −29 dBm ∀(i, j) in the aforementioned experiment.
The values W = 1.76GHz and N = −60 dBm denote the
bandwidth and noise power, respectively. In (5), A(t) is the
time-varying received power attenuation value. We measured
the attenuation values periodically (per τ = 100ms) in the
aforementioned experiment, and hence, we represent A(t) as
a staircase function using measured attenuation values: A(t) =∑K
k=0Ames,k1{t∈[kτ,(k+1)τ)}, where (Ames,k)k∈{0,1,...,K} de-
note the measured attenuation value at t = 0, τ, . . . ,Kτ ,
and 1{condition} denotes the indicator function that equals
1 if condition is satisfied and 0, otherwise. Note that from
the above caluclation, both RA,BS and RBS,A ranges from
10
approximately 5 Gbit/s to 18 Gbit/s, which is within the data
rate supported by the IEEE 802.11ay standard [46] and is not
an unrealistic value.
Channel Between Camera B and BS. Similarly, camera B
communicates with the BS over the same channel band as
camera A to BS. Unlike the link between camera A and BS,
the channels are not blocked by the pedestrian as illustrated
in Fig 5. Hence, the transmission rate between camera B and
BS does not vary over time. Let (i′, j′) ∈ {(B,BS), (BS,B)}
indicate the pair of destination node and source node. The
transmission rate from the source node i′ to the destination
node j′ is given by:
Ri′,j′ =W log2
(
1 +
PL,i′,j′
N
)
. (6)
We calculate PL,i′,j′ from the power-distance law, which is
well-accepted and was shown to match actual received powers
particularly in LoS conditions [47]. Following the law, we
calculate the power in a LoS condition as:
10 log10(PL,i′,j′) = 10 log10(PT,i′) + 10 log10(Gi′Gj′)
− PL0(d0)− 10n log10
(
dB,BS
d0
)
, (7)
where 10 log10(PT,i′) is the transmit power in dB scale and
set as 10 dBm, dB,BS is the distance between camera B and
BS, and n is the path loss exponent and is set as 1.6 [47].
The gain PL0(d0) is the path loss at reference distance d0 in
dB scale and is 68 dB with d0 = 1m at 60 GHz [47]. The
value 10 log10(Gi′) is the antenna gain of the node i
′, and we
set 10 log10(GBS) = 8 dBi, and 10 log10(GB) = 24 dBi. Note
that from the above caluclation, both RB,BS and RBS,B result
in approximately 19 Gbit/s, which is again within the data rate
supported by the IEEE 802.11ay standard.
C. Performance Metrics
Prediction Accuracy. Prediction accuracy is evaluated using
the RMSE. Given the predicted received powers (yˆθk )k∈Ktest
in the trained parameters θ, the RMSE is given as follows:
RMSE =
√∑
k∈Ktest(yˆ
θ
k − yk)2
|Ktest| . (8)
Forward and Backward Propagation Latency. The la-
tency for transmitting forward and backward propagation sig-
nals is calculated as follows. Cameras A and B operates at the
same channel band, and hence, they communicate with the BS
in a time-division fashion to avoid co-channel interference. Let
the shorthand notations [k] denote the interval [(k − 1)τ, kτ ]
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K}. The latency for transmitting forward
propagation signals within the interval [k] is denoted by TFP[k]
and is calculated as follows:
TFP[k] = U(A)
D
(A)
FP
RA,BS(kτ)
+ U(B)
D
(B)
FP
RB,BS
, (9)
where D(i)FP for i ∈ {A,B} is the data size of forward
propagation and corresponds to the image feature activation
uploaded from camera i. Denoting a(i) as the feature activation
uploaded from camera i consistently with Section III, the
data side D(i)FP is calculated by multiplying dim(a
(i)) by
the bit resolution r = 32, i.e., D(i)FP = r dim(a
(i)). The
payload size D(i)FP depends on methods for balancing frame
rate difference, i.e., Disc, MixInt, and MmixInt. Specifically,
D
(A)
FP = D
(B)
FP = 3.2 kB in Disc, D
(A)
FP = D
(B)
FP = 6.4 kB in
MixInt, and D(A)FP = 3.2 kB and D
(B)
FP = 6.4 kB in MmixInt.
In (9), U(i) denote whether BS exchanges the forward and
backward propagation signals in camera i or not and equals 1 if
BS exchanges the signals with camera i and 0, otherwise. For
example, in the proposed HetSLAgg, U(A) and U(B) always
equal 1 because BS exchanges the forward and backward
propagation signals with both camera A and camera B as
shown in Fig. 2(a). On the contrary, in the HetSLFedAvg
baseline, either U(A) or U(B) equals 1 because BS exchanges
the forward and backward propagation signals with either
camera A or camera B as shown in Fig. 2(b). Likewise, the
latency for transmitting back propagation signals within the
interval [k] is denoted by TBP[k] and is calculated as follows:
TBP[k] = U(A)
DBP
RBS,A(kτ)
+ U(B)
DBP
RBS,B
, (10)
where DBP denote the data size of backward propagation
and corresponds to the dimension of the gradient in fc1
layer, i.e., DBP = r dim(∇θfc1), where θfc1 is the weight
parameters in fc1 layer. The payload size DBP depends on
both interpolation and image feature aggregation methods.
Specifically, in MixInt and MmixInt, DBP = 1843.2 kB in
ConcAgg whereas DBP = 1228.8 kB in MmixAgg. In Disc,
DBP = 921.6 kB in ConcAgg whereas DBP = 614.4 kB in
MmixAgg.
We also calculate the total time duration during which a for-
ward and backward propagation signal exchange is completed
to evaluate the training time as discussed in the next section.
Let the time duration for completing a forward and backward
propagation signal exchange within interval [k] be denoted by
Ttot[k], which is calculated by:
Ttot[k] = TFP[k] + TBP[k] + Tcomp, (11)
where Tcomp is the sum of the time length for calculating the
forward and backward propagation signals, which is obtained
by measuring the time-duration during which the GPU com-
putes the forward and backward propagations.
Tranining Time. To evaluate the training speed, we cal-
culate the time elapsed until the nth forward and backward
propagation signal exchange is performed and plot its corre-
sponding test accuracy. Let N [k] := bτ/Ttot[k]c denote the
maximum number of the forward and backward propagation
signal exchange performed within [k]. The nth forward and
backward propagation exchange is performed in a certain
interval, whose index is denoted as kn and is given by
max { k′ | ∑k′k=1N [k] ≤ n }. We calculate the time elapsed
until the nth forward and backward propagation exchange is
performed, denoted by Tn, as follows:
Tn =
kn−1∑
k=1
Ttot[k] +
(
n−
kn−1∑
k=1
N [k] + 1
)
Ttot[kn]. (12)
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Power Consumption for Operating NN Layers. The power
consumption in operating the NN layers in the BS and cameras
are measured by the total energy costs required for the NN
layers performing the addition and multiply calculations and
memory access to load the weight parameters [17]. Let Eadd,
Emult, and Eaccess denote the energy required for addition
calculations, multiply calculations, and memory access to load
one weight parameter, respectively. The power consumption P
operating the NN layers is calculated by:
P =
NaddEadd +NmultEmult +NparamEaccess
τ
, (13)
where Nadd, Nmult, and Nparam are the numbers of addition
calculations, multiply calculations, and weight parameters,
respectively. In this evaluation, we set Eadd = 0.9 pJ, Emult =
3.7 pJ, and Eaccess = 640 pJ assuming 45 nm CMOS process
as an example [48].
D. Effectiveness of Aggregating Image Features in HetSLAgg
Training Time vs. Accuracy. First, we validate that the
proposed HetSLAgg achieves better prediction accuracy rela-
tive to HetSLFedAvg baseline and other baselines, i.e., single
camera and received power-based predictions (Cam. A+RF and
Cam. B+RF) and received power-based predictions (RF-only).
In this evaluation, as a balancing method for different frame
rates in HetSLAgg, we employed Disc as shown in Fig. 3(c)
as an example. In addition, as an image feature aggregation
method in HetSLAgg, we employed ConcAgg as shown in
Fig. 4(b) as an example. In Fig. 7 showing the test RMSE
with respect to the elapsed time in training, HetSLFedAvg
achieves a poorer prediction accuracy relative to not only the
proposed HetSLAgg, but also Cam. A+RF and Cam. B+RF.
This can be attributed to the fact that the cameras monitor
from different angles, resulting in non-IID data distributions
between cameras. On the contrary, the proposed HetSLAgg
achieves the best prediction accuracy among the prediction
frameworks tested in Fig. 7, benefitting from two diverse
image features uploaded from two cameras by fusing their
feature activations.
It should be noted that in terms of training speed, the RF-
only baseline exhibits faster training followed by Cam. A+RF
and Cam. B+RF baselines completes the training second
fastest. The reason behind the fastest training of RF-only is
that the BS does not exchange forward and backward prop-
agation signals with cameras. In contrast in Cam. A+RF and
Cam. B+RF, BS exchanges forward and backward propagation
signals with one camera, resulting in a lower latency than
HetSLAgg and HetSLFedAvg that exchanges forward and
backward propagation signals with two cameras. However, RF-
only baseline converges to the test RMSE of approximately
5.4 dB whereas Cam. A+RF and Cam. B+RF baselines con-
verge to the test RMSE of approximately 3.6 dB. These test
RMSEs are higher relative to HetSLAgg that converges to
approximately 3.0 dB, showing the best performance among
all baselines.
Test Accuracy. In Fig. 8, we evaluate the prediction per-
formance of the proposed HetSLAgg in detail and show that
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Fig. 7. Test RMSE w.r.t. time in the proposed HetSLAgg vs. HetSLFedAvg
baseline and other baselines, i.e., single camera and received power-based
predictions and received power-based predictions.
it outperforms the baselines. Fig. 8(a) shows the example
of the time series of the actual received powers and that
of the received powers predicted 500 ms before the actual
powers were observed. In Fig. 8(a), the baseline of RF-
only does not match the ground truth as accurately as the
baselines of Cam. A+RF and Cam. B+RF and the proposed
HetSLAgg particularly in the NLoS condition and LoS-NLoS
transition conditions. In addition, the HetSLFedAvg baseline
also does match the ground truth as accurately as Cam. A+RF,
Cam. B+RF, and HetSLAgg owing to the aforementioned
problem of the non-IID data distributions among the cameras.
Meanwhile, the predicted received powers in the proposed
HetSLAgg match the ground truth better than the examined
baselines. The reason behind the performance of the proposed
HetSLAgg is that the HetSLAgg benefits from the two diverse
features uploaded from the two cameras. As observed in the
prediction results in Fig. 8(a), Cam A+RF performs better in
the LoS conditions while Cam B+RF performs better in the
NLoS and LoS-NLoS conditions. These facts are quantitatively
validated in Fig. 8(b) showing the channel condition-wise
RMSE. Fig. 8(b) demonstrates that the test RMSE in LoS
conditions in Cam A+RF is lower than the other baselines, and
the test RMSE in NLoS and LoS-NLoS transition conditions
in Cam B+RF is lower than the other baselines. From Fig. 8(b),
we can see that the proposed HetSLAgg takes advantage
of Cam A+RF and Cam B+RF. Hence, we can conclude that
HetSLAgg performs more accurate predictions than the exam-
ined baselines benefitting from the two diverse image features
obtained from the multiple cameras.
E. Effectiveness of Interpolating and Aggregating Image Fea-
tures
Training Time vs. Accuracy. We first compare the three
methods for balancing different frame rates, i.e., the Disc
baseline, MixInt baseline, and MmixInt in terms of training
performance and show that the MmixInt completes the training
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Fig. 8. Received power prediction results in test.
faster than MixInt while achieving better or comparable pre-
diction accuracies over the two other methods. Fig. 9 shows
the test RMSE with respect to the time elapsed in training for
different methods for balancing different frame rates and those
for aggregating image feature activations. In Fig. 9, we can
see that the Disc baseline completes the training faster than
the MixInt and MmixInt by the order of 100 s. This is due to
the lower payload size of forward and backward propagation
signals, wherein the exchange of the forward and backward
propagation signals can be completed fastest. On the contrary,
MixInt and MmixInt complete the training with the lower
RMSE relative to the Disc, benefitting from both the images
from camera A with a higher frame rate and interpolated
images in camera B that facilitate capturing the pedestrian
movement in a higher time-resolution. While achieving the
comparable test RMSE, the proposed MmixInt completes the
training faster than MixInt owing to the reduced payload
size for forward propagation signals and consequent a lower
latency for exchanging forward and backward propagation
signals.
In Fig. 9, we also compare the two feature aggregation
methods, i.e., proposed MmixAgg and the ConcAgg baseline
in terms of training performance. In Fig. 9, we can see that
MmixAgg completes the training faster than ConcAgg. This
can be explained by the lower payload size of backward
propagation signals in MmixAgg. More specifically, the pay-
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Fig. 9. Test RMSE w.r.t. time in the proposed HetSLAgg with different
methods for balancing frame rate difference and for aggregating feature
activations from two cameras.
load size of backward propagation signals is proportional to
the number of weight parameters in the fc1 layer, which
could be reduced by aggregating the features with MmixAgg
(see. Fig. 4). Consequently, this results in a lower latency for
transmitting the backward propagation signals, which led to
faster training. Remarkably, besides the discarding method,
the combination of MmixAgg and MmixInt completes model
training faster than the other combinations by approximately
100 s while achieving comparable test RMSE.
Test Accuracy and Communication/Energy Efficiency. In
Figs. 10(a)–10(b), we compare the three methods for balancing
different frame rates in terms of the three performance metrics,
i.e., prediction accuracy, power consumption in calculating
the image features in the cameras, and transmission latency
for forward propagation signals. Fig. 10(a) summarizes the
transmission latency for forward propagation signals while
Fig. 10(b) summarizes the total power consumption in the
two cameras. Note that the RMSE is represented by the
size of the circles, where the smaller circles represent better
prediction accuracies. First, the Disc baseline is shown to be
the most lightweight, i.e., achieves the lowest transmission
latency and power consumption owing to the reduced number
of images relative to MmixInt and the baseline of MixInt.
On the contrary, MmixInt and MixInt baseline achieve the
better prediction accuracies than the Disc baseline. Comparing
MmixInt and the MixInt baseline, the former one achieves the
lower transmission latency and power consumption. This is
due to the fact that in MmixInt, the input dimension of the first
convolutional layer in camera B (having a lower frame rate)
is smaller. This means less multiplications at camera B and
smaller upload payload size for forward propagation signals,
leading to lower power consumption and transmission latency.
Subsequently, we compare different methods for aggre-
gating image features in terms of prediction accuracy and
power consumption in BS in Fig. 10(c). In terms of prediction
accuracy, MmixAgg exhibits slightly poorer performance than
ConcAgg. This accuracy loss can be explained by the reduced
model fitting capability due to the input dimension reduction
and weight parameter reductions. Meanwhile, the accuracy
loss can be of the order of 1% in every method for balancing
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Fig. 10. Comparison among balancing methods for different frame rates and feature aggregation methods in different performance metrics. The radius of the
circles represents the test RMSE, and the smaller circles represent better prediction accuracies.
a frame rate difference, hence, the accuracy loss is not severe.
In addition, proposed MmixAgg could reduce the power
consumption at the BS as shown in Figs 10(c). This is due to
the fact that MmixAgg results in fewer input dimension of the
fully connected layer (see. Fig. 7(a)). This input dimension
reduction leads to the fewer numbers of weight parameters
and the reduction of the energy cost for the memory accesses
to load the parameters. These results provide insights into
the fact that with the proposed MmixAgg, one can feasibly
reduce the energy cost at the BS without severely sacrificing
the prediction accuracy relative to the ConcAgg baseline.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a novel mmWave received power prediction
framework that fuses both RF signals and heterogeneous visual
data in a communication-and-energy-efficient manner while
preserving privacy. To this end, focusing on preserving privacy
first, we proposed HetSLAgg that splits the NN models into
several segments and distribute the lower segments into the
cameras. The upper segment held in the BS combines the
image feature activations uploaded from cameras with the
RF feature activations and performs predictions based on the
combined feature activations. Subsequently, we addressed the
issue of achieving better tradeoff communication-and-energy-
efficiency and prediction accuracy owing to the usage of mul-
tiple visual data. Specifically, we proposed BS-side manifold
mixup-based interpolation to make visual data with different
frame rates compatible with one another while achieving
better tradeoff between communication-and-energy-efficiency
and prediction accuracy. We also proposed an energy-scalable
feature aggregation methods so that the input dimension of
the upper segments of the NN layer in the BS does not scale
up, thereby avoiding the increase in power consumption at the
BS. The experimental results demonstrated that the designed
HetSLAgg enhances prediction accuracy by leveraging het-
erogeneous modalities while achieving better tradeoff between
communication energy-efficiency and prediction accuracy.
Although our ideas can be applied to settings of more
than two distributed cameras, the key concern is that the
usage of more cameras does not necessarily lead to better
performances due to the heterogeneity of both data qualities
and channel qualities. For example, in terms of data qualities,
some cameras may not have visual data containing informative
features for recognizing pedestrian movement owing to limited
FoV, which do contribute to prediction accuracy enhancement.
In terms of channel qualities, some cameras could have lower
channel gains, which could delay the overall training perfor-
mances. Thus, how to detect and schedule informative cameras
among the deployed ones to balance prediction accuracies and
communication efficiencies could be an interesting topic for
our future work.
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